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Octane Fitness v. Icon Health & Fitness
6 years of litigation and a United States Supreme Court
opinion all over a single word in a single sentence …

The Court in exceptional cases may
award reasonable attorney fees to
the prevailing party.
35 U.S.C. § 285
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Brooks Furniture Test
Brooks Furniture Mfg., Inc. v. Dutailier Int’l, Inc. (Fed. Cir. 2005)
 Absent litigation misconduct or inequitable conduct before the
PTO, fees may be awarded only if the litigation is both (1) brought
subjective bad faith; and (2) objectively baseless
• Sham litigation - Professional Real Estate Investors, Inc. v. Columbia
Pictures Industries, Inc. (US 1993)

 Must be established by clear & convincing evidence
• Presumption that patent litigation brought in good faith
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Icon’s Infringement Claims
ICON U.S. Patent No. 6,019,710

OCTANE Q45 and Q47

*

*Without Octane’s IP defense insurance from Intellectual Property Insurance Services
Corporation, Octane would have been forced to cave to Icon’s settlement demands
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District Court Proceedings
Summary Judgment of Non-Infringement
 3 of 5 limitations not literally infringed, and 2 not infringed under
DOE as a matter of law
 The only 2 limitations present in Octane’s machines – a frame and
footrails

 To win infringement = lose validity

This seemed like a victory for Octane …
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District Court Proceedings
. . . But Octane was still out $1.8 million.
This was despite:
• Court adopted Octane’s claim
constructions, but Icon proceeded
undeterred
• Multiple claim limitations absent
• Venue
• Size of the parties
• No commercialization of the patent
• Emails

“Simply bringing suit to gain a competitive advantage is
not evidence of bad faith.”
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Federal Circuit Affirms
“We have no reason to revisit the settled standard
for exceptionality.”

Petition for Rehearing En Banc Denied.
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HDP Wouldn’t Accept the
Brooks Status Quo
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Supreme Court Preparation
• Who will argue/Divided
argument?
• Drafting Briefs
• Consultants
• Solicitor General

• Amicus Support (15)
• Moot Courts
• Case Law Study (~25
binders/167 case summaries)
• Final Preparation in DC

* Constant consideration of balance between advocating for your
client and the higher responsibility of getting the law right
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Amicus Support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

US Solicitor General
A coalition of 30 State attorneys general
Apple
Microsoft
Adobe
Dell
Intel
3M Co.
General Electric
Proctor & Gamble
Johnson and Johnson
Yahoo
General Mills
Boston Scientific
Pinterest
Quantum
Google
Cisco
Facebook

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Motorola
T-Mobile
Verizon
HTC Corp.
Netflix
The New York Times
McAfee
Rosetta Stone
Siemens PLM
Medtronic
Newegg
Vizio
Food Marketing Institute
AIPLA
NYIPLA
IPLAC
IPO
Electronic Frontier Foundation
UC Hastings
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Why So Much Amicus Support?
Even industry giants who own and enforce large IP portfolios want a
lower fee-shifting standard

“Apple is the firm most targeted by PAEs. Over the last three years alone,
Apple has faced a PAE’s allegations of patent infringement in 92 separate
matters. 57 of these cases have been resolved. Apple has rarely lost on
the merits. But victory figures as small consolation, because in every one
of these cases, Apple has been forced to bear its legal fees.”

et al.

“These suits are designed to leverage the difference between the costs
necessary to litigate and the costs of settlement, and generally succeed.
Infringement suits filed by PAEs settle 89.6% of the time.”
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court
The Battle of the Adjectives:
 Justice Kennedy: “[T]his is a search for adjectives.”
 Justice Scalia: “You’ve got to give me something tighter than
[unreasonably weak].”
 Justice Sotomayor: “What is the difference between the Federal Circuit’s
use of … objectively meritless and your standard [of objectively
unreasonable]?”
 Justice Roberts: “Gross injustice, well, it’s just some more adjectives …”

Justice Scalia then sums up the debate of the adjectives:
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court
Justice Roberts suggests deference should
be given to the Federal Circuit …

But the Supreme Court has reversed the Federal Circuit in 5 out of
6 cases just in the October 2013 Term.
(See Medtronic, Inc. v. Mirowksi Family Ventures, LLC; Octane Fitness v. Icon Health & Fitness; Highmark Inc. v.
Allcare Health Management Systems, Inc.; Limelight Networks, Inc. v. Akamai Technologies, Inc.; Nautilus, Inc. v.
Biosig Instruments, Inc.; But cf. Alice Corp. Pty Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l)
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court

Even the Supreme Court thinks patent
attorneys speak a different language …
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court
Attempts to appeal to all Justices
sensibilities can be transparent,
especially when it comes to legislative
history …
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court

Sometimes the Court will do you a favor
and tell you to move on to a better
argument …
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court

Justice Scalia indicates that he is
leaning toward Octane’s
argument …
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Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court
As the rebuttal was about to begin, HDP was interrupted by the
first protestor in the Supreme Court in 8 years, and the
1st video ever taken of the Court in session

Once the protestor was removed and rebuttal began, the Court allowed
HDP to deliver the entire argument uninterrupted.
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The Court’s Unanimous Opinion
 Rejection of Brooks test as unduly rigid, and impermissibly
encumbering the flexible statutory grant of discretion to district
courts
 Analysis “begins and ends with the text of § 285” – Exceptional
means uncommon, rare, not ordinary, unusual
 The Federal Circuit improperly imported the PRE exception to the
Noerr-Pennington doctrine of antitrust law into § 285 – Fee shifting
does not have same 1st Amendment concerns as antitrust liability
 Brooks test renders § 285 superfluous in light of Court’s inherent
power to award fees.
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The Court’s Unanimous Opinion
NEW STANDARD
“[A]n exceptional case is simply one that stands out from
others with respect to the substantive strength of the
party’s litigation position (considering both the
governing law and the facts of the case) or the
unreasonable manner in which the case was litigated.
District Courts may determine whether a case is
‘exceptional’ in a case-by-case exercise of their
discretion, considering the totality of the circumstances.”
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The Court’s Unanimous Opinion
Litigation Misconduct:
 Federal Circuit’s standard for “litigation misconduct” extends
largely to independently sanctionable conduct (i.e., Rule 11,
fraud, etc.)
 Sanctionable conduct is not the appropriate standard
 Litigation misconduct = “unreasonable conduct—while not
necessarily independently sanctionable—is nonetheless so
‘exceptional’ as to justify an award of fees.”
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The Court’s Unanimous Opinion
Standard of Proof:
• Nothing in § 285 justifies a clear and convincing standard of proof
• § 285 is one simple discretionary inquiry governed by a
preponderance of the evidence standard
* Court did not directly address the Federal Circuit’s presumption
that patent infringement suits are brought in good faith.
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Fee Shifting After Octane

39 cases not awarding fees
23 cases awarding fees

5 remands
Sources: http://patentlyo.com/hricik/2014/10/octane-happeningawards.html
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Fee Shifting After Octane
Representative Cases
CASE

SECTION 285 FEE OUTCOME

Lumen View Tech., LLC v. Findthebest.com, Inc.,
No. 13 Civ 3599, 2014 WL 2440867 (S.D.N.Y. May
30, 2014)

Awarding fees to accused infringer after concluding “no
reasonable litigant could reasonably expect success on
the merits”, motive to extract nuisance settlement, and
absence of reasonable pre-suit investigation

Bianco v. Globus Medical, Inc., No. 2:12-cv-00147WCB, 2014 WL 1904228 (E.D. Tex. May 12, 2014).

Revisiting denial of fees under new Octane standard, but
still denying fees after inquiring into whether claim was
“objectively baseless” or brought in “subjective bad
faith”

Cognex Corp. v. Microscam Sys. Inc., No. 13-CV2027, 2014 WL 2989975 (S.D.N.Y. June 30, 2014)

Applying Octane standard to fee motion by patentee
after jury verdict of willful infringement, and finding case
exceptional based on exceptionally weak defenses and
unreasonable litigation tactics

Homeland Housewares, LLC v. Sorensen Research
and Develop Trust, No. 2013-1537, 2014 WL
4400184 (Fed. Cir. Sept. 8, 2014).

Finding D. Ct did not abuse discretion in awarding
$253,777.37 in fees, where patentee failed to come
forward with evidence of infringement at summary
judgment stage.
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Other Sources of Authority
 In addition to recent case law applying Octane in patent cases, there are
other sources that may provide factors for consideration:
 Pre-Brooks Factors:
 Park-In-Theatres, Inc. v. Perkins (9th Cir. 1951): unfairness or bad faith in the conduct of
the losing party, or some other equitable consideration of similar force

 Gen. Instrument Corp. v. Hughes Aircraft Co., 399 F.2d 373, 381 (1st Cir. 1968): plaintiff
committed an “exceptional oversight” and displayed serious “ineptitude”
 Kahn v. Dynamics Corp. of Am., 508 F.2d 939, 945 (2d Cir. 1974): plaintiff’s conduct before
PTO short of fraud but in excess of simple negligence, dilatory tactics and failure to address
defendants’ arguments of non-infringement

 Larchmont Eng’g, Inc. v. Toggenburg Ski Ctr.(2d Cir. 1971): fees not warranted when
plaintiff voluntarily dismissed claims after discovery revealed weaknesses
 Hughes Aircraft Co. v. Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm, GmbH (5th Cir. 1980): whether
plaintiff’s position was “arguable” enough
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Other Sources of Authority
• Lanham Act/Copyright Act:
 Fogerty v. Fantasy (US 1994): frivolousness, motivation, objective
unreasonableness (legal and factual), need in particular circumstances to advance
considerations of compensation and deterrence
 Noxell Corp. v. Firehouse No. 1 Bar-B-Que (D.C. Cir. 1985): Plaintiff’s selection of
inconvenient forum indicated “economic coercion”
 National Ass'n of Prof'l Baseball Leagues, Inc. v. Very Minor Leagues, Inc. (10th Cir.
2000): No one factor determinative; some factors to consider: (1) claim’s lack of
foundation, (2) plaintiff's bad faith in bringing suit, (3) unusually vexatious and
oppressive manner in which case prosecuted, or (4) “perhaps for other reasons as
well”
 Ale House Management, Inc. v. Raleigh Ale House (4th Cir. 2000): Relevant factors
include ‘economic coercion,’ ‘groundless arguments,’ and failure to cite controlling
law
NOTE: Third Circuit has recently held Octane applies to trademark cases. Fair Wind Sailing, Inc. v. Dempster,
764 F.3d 303 (3rd Cir. 2014)
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Other Sources of Authority
• Evidence of Economic Coercion
 Medtronic v. Mirowski Family Ventures, LLC (US 2014):
Improperly stretching claim scope to exact royalties.
 Bilski v. Kappos (US 2010): Patent owners threatening
litigation to bully competitors, especially those who
cannot bear the costs of litigation.

 Blonder-Tongue Labs., Inc. v. Univ. of Ill. Found. (US
1971): A patentee should not be allowed to exact
royalties for the use of an idea that is beyond the scope
of the patent monopoly
 Nightingale Home Healthcare v. Adodyne Therapy (7th Cir. 2010): Fee award
justified if claim/defense would only be brought because it imposes
disproportionate costs on his opponent—because it was extortionate in character if
not necessarily in provable intention
 Noxell Corp. v. Firehouse No. 1 Bar-B-Que (D.C. Cir. 1985)
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Rule 11 Still Alive and Well
 Rule 11:
 Applies to any paper signed or filed in a case
 Objective Reasonableness Inquiry
 Constitutes certification that:
(1) filing not made for improper purpose
(2) claims/defenses warranted by existing law/nonfrivolous
argument for modification of law
(3) factual allegation have evidentiary support
(4) denials of factual allegations are warranted under the evidence
 Sanctions can be imposed against the party or the attorney

 Source Vagabond Systems Ltd. v. Hyrapak (Fed. Cir. June 5, 2014): Upheld district
court’s discretion to impose $200,000 sanction on plaintiff’s attorneys under Rule 11 for
frivolous claim construction arguments and failure to conduct reasonable pre-suit analysis
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HR 3309: 35 U.S.C. §§ 285 and 299
Standard for Fee Award
 The court shall award to a prevailing party reasonable
fees and expenses unless the court finds that the nonprevailing party’s position and conduct were
reasonably justified in law and fact or that special
circumstances otherwise make an award unjust.

Joining Interested Parties
 Upon motion by prevailing party, and non-prevailing
party is unable to pay, and non-prevailing party has “no
substantial interest in the subject matter at issue other
than asserting such patent claim in litigation.
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Practice Tips
Tell an all-inclusive story of a case that “stands out”
 Tell a broad story that weaves weaknesses of case with other overlyaggressive litigation behavior
 Do not pigeon-hole arguments
 Focus on whether patent owner is truly protecting a legitimate IP interest in a
reasonable manner/whether defendant was acting reasonably in competing
and defending position
 Did the patent owner invest in technology and successfully bring a product to market,
or if not, was there a good reason?
 Is the defendant a competitor unfairly competing or did it independently develop a
different technology?
 Did the losing party reasonably assess the case after learning new facts in discovery or
after an unfavorable Markman ruling?
 Is plaintiff unfairly stretching scope of its patent?
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Practice Tips
Highlight evidence of economic coercion
 In telling all-inclusive story, any evidence of economic coercion is particularly
relevant and compelling
 Assess economic disparity of parties
 Use evidence of economic coercion to explain motivation for one party to
abuse the system
 Cite to Supreme Court authority to remind district court of policy goals of:
 Incentivizing defendants to challenge patent’s validity and scope
 Using fee awards to combat misuse of the patent monopoly
 Discouraging patent owners from bulling competitors with high costs of litigation
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Practice Tips
Remind courts that unethical conduct is not required
 Remind district court that § 285 is remedial, not penal
 Focus is on “gross injustice,” not labeling someone a bad actor
 Octane expressly states that overly aggressive litigation behavior
warranting fee award need not be independently sanctionable
 Culpable conduct is still relevant if it bears a causal nexus to the harm
done to the prevailing party, but it is not the exclusive focus and not
required
 Ensure that losing party cannot accuse you of similar improper conduct
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Practice Tips
Document Litigation Conduct
 Document pre-suit investigation with
memoranda and/or correspondence
 Document legal authorities and facts that
support reasonableness of infringement claims
 Create paper trail documenting motivation
for bringing the suit
 Document full context of communication between parties regarding
discovery and disputes arises throughout litigation
 Document fees with enough particularity to support fee award on
individual issues
 Privilege and sealing concerns regarding billing statements
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